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Exchange Server serves advantageously by storing an unlimited user accounts which contain
individual mailboxes where emails, contacts, calendars, notes, tasks, journals, and other important
information are stored. But when the  Exchange Server faces  a down time  the server gets corrupt
and the EDB files become unusable. Corruption to  exchange database it indicates to the ruin of the
business. Due to which important works are at stake and hampers important projects. The perfect
solution is to use a third party Exchange EDB to PST to extract database contents from the
mailboxes and save them in the PST format.

Database corruption in Exchange Server can be experienced anytime. The corruption may be
encountered due to physical or logical issues.

Corruption Issues  and Solution

1	Physical Corruption in Exchange Server: This is all due to hardware failure. The solution to this
corruption is by using a an Exchange Repair Tool, that effectively repairs the damaged or
inaccessible mail Server databases.

2	Logical Corruption in Exchange Server:  Logical corruption can come across at various levels.
Logical corruption is an unpredictable scenario that  can occur any time due to  application 
malfunction, software bugs, unexpected database shutdown and other reasons.

Besides the main reasons the other reasons when Exchange Server

experience disturbances in many different situations like:

1	Failure of the hard disk

2	 Virus infections

3	Sever failure

4	.edb log gets deleted

The perfect troubleshoot to recover the damaged database files  from the hard drive is right here.
Convert Exchange EDB to PST  is an intelligently built software that perform a smooth conversion of
edb files to the pst files without any modifications. The process is very precise and result oriented. It
proficiently recovers all the damaged database components and restores them to pst files for further
use.

Before investing your money to any software check out the market review and customer remarks.
Download the free version of the software and evaluate the complete recovery process. The file
saving option is disabled in the demo version. If you are convinced by the product's features and its
working credibility purchase the full licensed version of the software for availing unlimited conversion
process.

Superior Skin of Exchange EDB to PST
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1	Performs its task on corrupt EDB files safely and quickly

2	It allows you migrate EDB to PST with the sent items, received items, junk emails etc.

3	Easily recovers the EDB files from supportive Exchange Server versions 5.5 to 2010

4	Reads the other mail messages such as: contacts, attachments, notes, tasks, calendars, drafts,
journals etc.

5	Transforms EDB files to PST file successfully on Outlook versions 95 to 2010

6	Multiple EDB mailboxes can be converted by the software

7	Search option to find the damaged EDB files

8	Salvages EDB database files from self created folders of the users or system

9	Software not only exports exchange mailboxes to PST files but also transfer all components of the
user mailboxes in few clicks

Learn EDB to PST conversion process:-

1	Download the EDB to PST conversion software

2	Select the corrupt EDB files.

3	Select the recovery mode i.e. Normal or Advance Mode.

4	Selected EDB files are scanned. After the thorough scanning process, File preview is allowed.

5	Select a particular mailbox to be converted into PST file.

6	EDB file is converted to PST file successfully
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Recover Data has glittered the market with  its wide range of recovery and conversion products like
a EDB to PST Conversion , a Exchange to Outlook Conversion. The software is intelligently
designed, pocket friendly, effective functioning, result oriented, user friendly and time saving. It
performs what it claims so avail the best quality software at a very affordable price.
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